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THE PECORA PROTECTS PROMISE
The Pecora promise is about more than high
quality sealants, air barriers, and traffic coatings.
It’s a promise to you, to your project, to your
reputation. We’re hands-on and always here when
you need us. Ready to make recommendations,
answer questions, work through decisions, and
help you find the best solution for your job. It’s
a promise of partnership. Pecora — protecting
projects and reputations since 1862.
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ARCHITECTURAL WEATHERPROOFING SOLUTIONS FOR DESIGN PROFESSIONALS

As an industry leader in product development and product enhancement, Pecora is committed to offering a full
range of adhesive, sealant, and weatherproofing solutions. Our focus is directed toward the continuous innovation of
value-added products, superior quality, and exceptional service.
Since our founding in 1862, Pecora has developed and manufactured trusted solutions to meet every architect’s
needs. Over the years, we have used our innovative technological development capabilities to grow the product
lines and quickly emerge as a premier manufacturer of architectural weatherproofing products. Pecora proudly
manufacturers all products right here in the USA. Our goal is to be the best in class for products, service, technical
support, and market innovation, but moreover, a manufacturing partner that improves an architect’s projects.

A manufacturing partner that
improves an architect’s projects.

Providing peace of mind and the
security of long-term durability.

LONG-TERM
DURABILITY

We provide peace of mind and long-term project durability through the development and innovation of our products.
Our complete line of Non-Staining Technology silicone sealants, Pecora-Deck traffic coating systems, and air barrier
products offer successful outcomes while helping you receive recognition for applying superior solutions.

OSCAR BUILDING
A gorgeous metal framed glass curtainwall surrounds the exterior of the Optical Science Center for Applied Research
(OSCAR) Building located on the Delaware State University Campus in Dover. Richard & Bauer Architecture of Phoenix,
Arizona, designed this magnificent building. In order to protect the windows and prevent residue rundown, Pecora 890NST
was applied to the window perimeters, control and expansion joints. This is the first installment of the industry’s first and
only complete line of non-staining silicone sealants. This product was designed to effectively eliminate the possibility of
staining and residue rundown while increasing adhesion and reducing dirt pick-up. Our Non-Staining Technology is a
premier choice for performance solutions in control and expansions joints, and also provides peace of mind for enduring
maintainability.

890NST silicone sealant
effectively eliminates staining
& residue rundown.

Pecora-Deck waterproof coating
systems provide superior
protection from the elements.

ROYAL CARIBBEAN
Pecora-Deck waterproof coating systems prevent the degradation that occurs when water infiltrates traffic bearing
surfaces, all while maintaining an attractive architectural appeal. To protect The Royal Caribbean Pier in Labadie, Haiti,
Pecora-Deck Pedestrian Traffic Coating System was applied. This system provides exceptional resistance to UV damage
and excellent crack-bridging capabilities. With salt and chloride resistance, superior protection against abrasion and
wear, and slip resistance, you can rest assured that your project enjoys continued protection against the elements.

We work to enhance your firm’s reputation while incorporating design into functional solutions. Through our extensive
range of standard colors that spread across all three product lines and unlimited custom colors, we develop innovative
options to support the architect’s creative expression in the design of their buildings.

CREATIVE
EXPRESSION

Pecora enhances your designs
with functional solutions.

Pecora-Deck 806 FC Top Coat
was selected in a mix of custom
& standard colors.

ASSEMBLY ST. APARTMENTS
The breathtaking Empire Apartments located next to the University of South Carolina in Colombia boast some the best
amenities in the area, and beautiful outdoor colored coatings. To safeguard the walkways and pool decks in the outdoor
area of the complex, architects specified Pecora-Deck Pedestrian Traffic Coating System. This system provides superior
protection against abrasion and wear, defense against freeze-thaw damage, and slip resistance while providing an
attractive appearance. The 806 FC Top Coat was selected in a mix of custom and standard colors: London Fog and
Sierra Tan for the common outdoor areas, and Van Dyke for the pool decks.

THE EXO
R2L Architects of Washington, DC designed the windows of the EXO residential complex in Reston, Virginia to change
colors electronically by the tenant on the inside of each apartment. The EXO is fitted with pre-glazed windows that utilize
an electrochromic technology. The exterior of the building is also clad with metal panels that change color in response to
outside conditions. The panels’ color-shifting finish demanded a custom colored sealant. Sealants cannot change color
on demand, and the product needed to “blend in” with the metal panels. Through the use of our color lab, and soon after
several samples were provided for color matching, Pecora successfully matched Steel Blue for the project.

The exterior panels’ color-shifting
finish demanded a custom
colored sealant.

WATERFRONT SQUARE
Waterfront Square is a beautiful condominium that sits on the Broad Sound in Massachusetts. The building skin is clad
with an open jointed metal panel rain screen wall assembly. Because the joints are exposed, architects needed a
product that could withstand the weatherability of the condo. Pecora XL-Perm ULTRA VP air, water, and vapor barrier
system was specified as the weather resistant barrier to protect the building. As a consequence of a wall system with
open joints, contractors applied the air barrier in two coats, the first was rolled on in standard Blue, and the second
layer in a custom Black.

Pecora XL-Perm ULTRA VP air, water,
and vapor barrier system was
specified to protect the building.

All of our products contribute
to LEED credits.

ENERGY
EFFICIENCIES

Pecora is very proud of the energy conscious products we develop and offer architects. All of our products help
contribute to the LEED credits obtained for the energy efficiency rating of a building. Our sealants, coatings, and air
barriers optimize energy use by sealing a building’s envelope there by creating lower costs and increased efficiencies
associated with keeping air and water out of your facility.

BROADSTONE BARE COVE
The Broadstone Bare Cove is a multi-family apartment in Hingham, Massachusetts. To control the movement of air
and moisture vapor through the building envelope, XL-Perm ULTRA VP was applied to the exterior of the building.
When properly installed, Pecora XL-Perm ULTRA VP effectively functions as a durable vapor retarding water
resistive elastomeric waterproofing membrane. Applied in a single coat, this product provides two to three times the
coverage and has excellent crack bridging capabilities contributing to a seamless durable airtight and energy efficient
building envelope.

Single coat XL-Perm ULTRA VP
effectively functions as a
durable vapor retarding water
resistive elastomeric
waterproofing membrane.

DynaTrol I-XL Hybrid was used to
seal the expansion joints and
window perimeters to create an
energy efficient building.

FIFTH THIRD BANK
Naples, Florida boasts some of the state’s most beautiful residential homes, high-end shopping, and incredible
architecture. The Fifth Third Bank Center is no exception. This six-story structure is the largest piece of commercial
property in Collier County, with the entire back of the building covered in curved glass windows. After performing
routine maintenance, the decision was made to completely remove all urethane sealant around the windows and
within the expansion joints. To ensure the building would be protected from air, vapor, and moisture, DynaTrol I-XL
Hybrid was specified for the project. Its unique chemistry allows for extraordinary adhesion that accommodates joint
movement of ±50%. Effectively sealing the expansion joints and window perimeters combat unwanted air and vapor
and help to create an energy efficient building.

We produce creative and practical solutions that demonstrate superior vision. We pride ourselves on our ability to
provide the best project solutions, quality of our process, durable products, enduring commitment to excellence, and
reliability of our brand.

COMMITTED TO
EXCELLENCE

Pecora provides architects
with clever-minded and practical
solutions.

MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
When creating the architectural design of the Museum of the American Revolution, Robert A.M. Stern Architects
(RAMSA) of New York, New York needed their work to complement the surrounding national historical buildings. In order
to establish a mortar-like appearance that would complement with the historical integrity of other buildings in the area,
architects specified Pecora’s 890FTS-TXTR. Pecora is committed to researching and developing clever-minded
solutions that fit all aspects of an architects’ projects.

Pecora’s 890FTS-TXTR was the
perfect solution for a mortar-like
appearance.

Fast-curing, field-tintable,
waterproofing Pecora-Deck 800
FC deck coating.

NORTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR’S MANSION
The North Carolina Governor’s Mansion sits shaded by groves of old trees and surrounded by multicolored flowers.
Five wooden porch decks on the building were experiencing leaks and affecting the occupied space in the mansion’s
basement. To remedy the issue, architects specified Pecora-Deck 800 FC deck coating because of its reputation as a
fast-curing, field-tintable, waterproofing product. Once the new wood planks were installed, the four step Pecora-Deck
system was applied to the deck. Color was also a critical element of this project, and the 806 Top Coat had to match the
mansion’s historical colors. Pecora-Deck standard color of Rose was color matched through our color lab for the project.

TECHNICAL SERVICES
Selecting the correct weatherproofing product is crucial to a building project, and knowledge of substrates, surface
treatments and application designs are all key elements to the success of a building’s performance. Here at Pecora,
our goal is to reduce complexity while increasing performance and allowing for a smooth decision-making process
when it comes to product selection, procurement, and application. Pecora’s Technical Services Department keeps you
engaged in problem solving with solutions that are practical as well as appropriate for the performance parameters
required. Our expert team is highly qualified to recommend the proper weatherproofing solution and perform
compatibility, adhesion and stain testing between Pecora’s sealants and jobsite representative samples.
Our Technical Services staff also offers on-site presentations and training in product technology and use, providing
you the technical assistance you require in the planning or implementation stage of your weatherproofing project.

Our goal is to reduce complexity
while increasing performance and
allowing for a smooth product
selection, procurement, and
application decision-making process.
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